PreK 3 Suggested Activities for Week of May 26th
Word of the Week- float
youtube: SesameStreet: Natalie Morales_Float
Suggested Song:
YouTube Kids CBeebies | Do You Know Songs | Sinking and Floating
● Floating and sinking is a fun science concept for children to explore.
If possible, fill a large container with water. Write the words: Sink and Float on
two strips of paper to sort these objects after your child “tests” them!
Let’s see if these objects float or sink : a large rock, bottle cap, wooden spoon, pop
stick, coin, key, button, seashell, leaf, flower, and/or an apple. If you make predictions
before you place the object into the container, it can be a super-fun game..maybe
outside! :) Even if you test one or two things, Ms Enrique would love a picture or
drawing of what you discovered!

Ongoing Journal Activity:
Weather Observation: In a journal (or paper in a folder) draw a small symbol of
the weather you see while looking out the window. Is it sunny, windy, cloudy,
rainy?
● For the new month of May, if possible, print out or draw a calendar
with boxes and have your child draw the weather symbol in the box
for each day! This will teach numbers and counting as well. *I love
the work you have been doing with this activity! Even simply talking
about the weather each day is awesome!
● Let’s add the days of the week into our morning routine. YouTube:
Days of the Week Song/ Kids Songs/SuperSimpleSongs , Starfall
calendar activity, or YouTube: Days of the Week / Singing Walrus
Practice counting 15 objects.
● Youtube Sesame Street Podcast Number 15
● Watch: Addition - Words with Puffballs (Sesame Studios)
Let’s make a drawing for Ms Enrique! Can you make a Math Story picture?
On a full sheet of paper, or drawing board, have your child listen and draw the
circles as you read the story aloud. It is super helpful if you guide them to keep
the groups of colors together, or in a line, so he/she can count them at the end to
see how many in all. :)

Once upon a time a bunny found 5 red apples. (draw 5 red circles)
The bunny kept hopping along. He found 5 oranges! (draw 5 orange circles)
He was so excited, he kept hopping over the hill...he inspected the grass and it
was his lucky day...he found 5 green grapes! (draw 5 green circles on your
paper) Count all the fruit (circles) that the bunny found. Can you write the
number on the paper? That’s a big number! (15) Now the bunny has enough fruit
to share with everyone. What kind of fruit would you pick if the bunny wants to
share with you? (The last question is just for fun..)

STARFALL.COM
Since we made it to the letter ZZ..Let’s review the vowels in the last
couple weeks of school.
To continue to build on letter and number concepts please visit Starfall.com
Click Heading:Parent/Teacher Center
Free Resources: Drop-down bar :ELA Practice sheets
Click: ABC Rhymes :Select the Letter Aa & Letter Ee - print
Letter Aa Song: Frog Street Press “Apple Annie” sing along
Letter Ee Song: Frog Street Press “Elmo the Elephant” sing along
Please review and practice two letter songs from the Apple Annie
Collection each day, along with the letters of the week listed here. :)
Send me a picture of something in your house that begins with the
letter Aa. (optional)
SHOW and TELL: Let’s try a guessing game show and tell!!
Parents I might need your help with this one during Zoom..
1.Have your child find something that again begins with the first letter of
their name, just like last week. Ex. Max = my toy monkey
2. Place the object in a paper bag or hide it under the table, SO we can’t
see it right away. Guide your child to give us a clue, as I do with the plastic
egg game. We will try our best to make a few guesses, then you can reveal

what you have! Communication skills are so important and this could be
fun..or a disaster...we’ll see! Lol

*Please practice first and last name 3x’s each day.
*Please check the Epic Books website weekly.
*Shape B-I-N-G-O...new shapes and colors to make them
in an email to follow.

